versions, subversions, perversions-I'm
beginning to mirror Barthelme!---+uggest that life is unbalanced and,unruly.
Barthelme does not write a progressive work. He interrupts the journey
to insert other plots, rulebooks on fatherhood, meaningless bits of dialogue
(unflattering to women) and these in
effect take control. They command his
attention, suggestingthat "stops" along
the journey are more significant than
the end. He apparently gives up the
quest for final solutions. He prefers
to rest and play it safe.
We may not like his strategy, but
it is merely an underlining of previous
lrcsitions. Tbe interruptions are viewed
as the main event or, better yet, as
cancellations. There is no meaning except retraction and rebellion.
Barthelme should "logically" ofter
blank pages to affirm the meaninglessness of words, plots, fatherhood. But
he cannot escape from his own condition. (He again resembleshis heroes.)
He writes; he creates;he designspages.
Why? The answers are not clear. Perhaps he understands that despite the
sudden fall of fundamental questions
(which cannot be answered here and
now), he must not run away from his
talent. He accepts his "burden"; he
fathers new worlds of belief, action,
faittr--or anti-worlds of these-and
achieves results.
The "end" of The Dead Father is
curiously moving. We expect the journey to continue-there
have been
many false starts and conclusions-and
when "bulldozen" the last word, buries
the pleading father (who asks "one
minute more"), we ar€ unhappy. So
is Bartbelme. We share with him the
illusion that the father is more than
a "word," that he exists and dies. How
odd! Although the entire book is so
determinedly lifeless, it refuses to surrender to this condition.
Barthelme is aware of the irony. He
is such an intelligent resourceful writer
that he compels us to walk on the edge
with him, to look down at "large gaps"
of meaning, and yet lnssess impossible
love for our strange condition. He is
master of ceremonies, oftering these
to cleanse our hearts and minds.

Ultimately, Barthelme is deceptive.
He usually masquerades as smooQ
writer, but he cares about age-old
questions.It is time to reread him and
to think of theselines from "Daumier,"
a piece in Sodness:"There are always
openings, if you can find them, there
is always something to do." He considers our spiritual condition; he opens
new worlds. But we must continue on
separate paths, wondering about the
enigmatic interrelationships of art,
spirit, and life.

Press reported, and it was widely believed, that Castro had perished in the
effort; and so, to dispel this debilitating
belief, Castro sent out for a foreign
journalist, who turned out to be Herbert
Matthews af. ihe New York Times.
Penetrating Fulgencio Batista's lines
to get that historic'interview (conducted in whispers in a thicket of woods)
must have required considerable enterprise on the pan of the then-57-yearold Matthews, but that cunot have
been a requirement with which he was
unfamiliar; as a war correspondent,he
had been with the Italian army in the
Reoolutlon
ln Cubo
Abyssinian War, with the Ioyalists in
HERBERT L. MATTHEWS
the SpanishCivil War, and in ltaly and
North Africa in World War II: his
Scribners,t/5
friend, Ernest Hemingway, in 1938, in
a blurb for Matthews' book on the
NOBDNT IL LANIDENS
Abyssinian and Spanish wars, had
One afternoon in lanuary, 1959, as called him "the straigbtest, and ablest
they strolled in the garden of a villa and the bravest war correspondent
in the fishing port of Cojimar, Herbert writing today."
Nearly two decades aftef receiving
Matthews suggestedto the newly triumphant Fidel Castro "that the power that encomium, theo, Matthews was in
he now held in his hands could do the mountains of Cuba, interviewing a
great harm, as well as great good, for dead man. In the resulting series of
Cuba." At this, Castro "stopped in his articles-which was later to lead Nctracks with a startled look on his face, tional Review to quip that Castro got
turned toward me and put his hands his job through The Netv York Times
on my shoulders. 'But how could I -Matthews revealed to the world that
he described as the
do harm?' he asked in astonishment. Castrewhom
'We have the most wonderful plans for head of "a revolutionary movement
that calls itself socialistic" and that was
Cuba!"'
Those plans since have unfolded, of seeking "a new deal for Cuba, radical,
course, to reveal such wonderful feat- democratic and therefore anti-Commuures as political prisoners by the tens nist"-rtras "alive and fighting hard
of thousands and forced-labor camps, and suscessfully in the rugged, almost
but Matthews remains neverthelessen- impenetrable fastnessesof the Sierra
Maestra at the southern tip of the
thralled by Castro's idealism. ".
Fidel Castro and the men and.women island."
Not content merely to correct the
who during the past two decadesfought
and worked with him to make the false report, Matthews created a legend,
Cuba.Revolution," he writes now, "have one which was perhaps even more
responded to and acted upon idealistic false. Yet this should not have been
motives. They have sought to make a too surprising; Matthews was, after all,
better Cuba for the Cuban people and essentially a war correspondent, and
to achieve for Cuba a stronger, more the manufacture of heroic myth hap
pens to b€ the tropism of the war eordignified position in world affairs."
Matthews first met Castro in the respondent. Usually confined to one
Sierra Maestra in February, 1957, only side of "the story," the war sorreslnnda few months after Castro's calamitous ent easily comes to feel more sympathy
(only a fraction of the force of 82 for his suffering subjects than obligasurvived) "invasion" of Cuba from tion to his remote readers; and, as
Mexico in a twin-engined yacht. United well, to regard war as the inescapable
4 tune 1976:3E0

reality, justifying almost any brutality,
so long as his subjects mean well, so
long as they are, in a word, idealists.
And thus, as it seems to r[8, has
Matthews all along comprehended
Castro and his revolution. "My own
approach to the Cuban leaders and
their Revolution," he writes, "has always been influenced by my respect
for their character and ideals. . . . The
impulse behind true revolutionary action must be spiritual, which is to say
moral and/or patriotic, not material
and not simply an exercise of power."
He now grasps that Castro "had no
fixed or precise political ideas of any
kind while he was in the Sierra," but
whether the Cuban leaders appear to
him as democrats or anti-democrats,
Communists or anti-Communists, he
preserves intact his respect for their
"ideals." He does not, to his credit,
entirely ignore ugly fact ("The worst
that can be said of the revolutionary
regime-at least as I see it-is that the
practice of holding political offenders
in prison and rehabilitation labor camps
goes on, year after year."), but neither
does he permit it to interfere with his
"respect," with his belief "that Castro
is himself groping for a form of government and society that respects
human dignity and self-development."
If Matthews does not wholly ignore
"the worst," it cannot be said that be
approaches Castro's Cuba with excessive skepticism, or even consistency.
In dismissing allegations of torture
being in use in Cuba, he declares,"I
am as certain as I can be of anything
that Fidel Castro and his close associates would not authorize or knowingly stand for the use of physical torture." But earlier, in explaining "revolutionary justice," he remarks, "A revolution is a law unto itself; it makes its
own laws, which is almost like saying
that it is lawless. The revolution in
effect says: 'Necessity knows no law;
the revolution is necessary.' A lot of
traditional legality, morality, and some
hard-won fruits of civilization are
brushed aside in the process."
Matthews judges that Castro's "radical social revolution" has been "an
impressive accomplishment,and clearly

an inspiring one to a maiority of the
Cuban people, especially the young."
One wonders how Matthews can truly
know, without benefit of free elections,
how inspiring to the majority it is.
Supposingthat somehowhe doesknow,
and that the revolution is as he iudges,
one wonders why, in that case,Castro
and his revolution cannot abide a free
press or free elections. Matthews notes
"how quickly popular moods can
change," and points out that "When
the Cubans had freedom of the press
they abused it through venality and
corruption; when they had elections
they were, with few exceptions, fraudulent. . . ." But that hardly seemslike
much of an answer.

ooooooooo
CONRESPONDENCE
(Continuedtrom page355)
an expression for which I am unable
lexicographically or by imagination to
discern an orthodox meaning, Dr.
Daniel C. Maguire more recently
added four pages [Feb. 271 to the
extensive criticism already received by
the Vatican's new statement on sexual
ethics. In the interests of that ecumenical cross-fertilization to which he
appeals early in the article, may this
Anglican and former professor at ,an
Episcopal seminary profter modestly
the following observations.
In his petition to St. Thomas for
support that "human actions are good
or evil according to sircumstancesr"
Dr. Maguire conveniently fails to
animadvert that the concern is not
with what makes an action intrinsically good, but with what circumstances can render it evil: Unde si
aliquid desit quod requiratur ad debitas circumstantias, erit actio ttula
(Summa Theologica I II, qu. 18, art.
3). Moreover, I invite Dr. Maguire
to demonstrate a single example in
which the Vatican's sexual ethic differs
from that of St. Thomas.
Dr. Maguire made but half-hearted
appeal to the Bible on the question
of homosexuality, to be sure, but let
us at least honor his appeal and send
Commonweal:t|I

him there. S/hen St. Paul, facing r
complex of situations similar to those
faced by the Vatican today, apodictically listed active homosexualsamong
those who cannot possessthe kingdom
of God (1 Cor. 6, 10), he abstracted
completely from any question of circumstance or "meaning." Neither in
the Bible nor anywhere in the classical tradition of Catholicism caD one
find moral justification for homosexual
activity, and Dr. Maguire knows this
as well as I do.
(nsv.)

PATRTcK HENRY REARDIN

'

Collegeville, Ind.
To the Editors: Reading your featured
Feb. 27 Maguire "satire," "The Vatican on Sex," I sensedat once the contentious tone condemning with faint
praise; presently saw words like "universalizability" and "fundamentalistically" as apt echoes in an over-all
hollowness. In progress I noted marginally several specious straw-men in
Maguire's cantankerous ersatz of
points the Vatican, he says, should

New Tape Catalog
Available Free
The Xavier Society for the
Blind announees the availability of its revised 1976
catalog of Tape titles. This
revision contains a 26% inerease of new titles over the
previous catalog and is free
to all visually impaired
persons.
Taped books, both on cassettes and on open reel, may
be borrowed from the Society's free lending library by
any partially sighted or bli4d
person throughout the U.S.
and Canada.
In addition to free library
services, the Xavier SocietY
also ofrers cassette transcriPtions of cunent Catholic Periodicals, both weeklY and
monthlY.
For further information or
to obtain any of its three
catalogs, TaPe, -Braille .or
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iBi n. zgrd Stieet,New York,
N.Y. 10010.
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Collegeville, Minn.
To the Editors: In his article, "The
Vatican on S€x" [Feb. 27], Daniel C.
Maguire quotes Pope Paul's addressto
a group of theologians in Rome in October, 1966, in which he says tbt the
magisterium could teach and protect
the faith without the help of theologians (absque s(rcrae theologioe ouxilio), rclying on the assistance of the
Holy Spirit.
Popes, too, have the right to bo
quoted in context. Pope Paul told the
International Congresson the Theology
of Vatican II:
"Without the help of theology, the
magisterirrm could indeed safeguard
and teach the faith, but it would experience great difficulty in acquiring
that profound and fuU measurc of
knowledge which it needs to perform
its task thoroughly, for it considers itself to be endowed not with the charism
of revelation or inspiration, but only
with that of the assistanceof the Holy
Spirit . . .
"Deprived of the labor of theology'
the magisterium would lack the tools
it needs to weld the Christian comnunity into a uniffed con@rt of thought
and action, as it must do for the
Church to be a community which lives
and thinks according to the precepts
and norms of Christ."
The direction of the Pope's remarks
was the contrary to what Daniel
Maguire indicated and the Pope rather
acknowledged the dependence of the
magisterium on the work of theologians. (nev.) KILIAN McDoNNELL,osB
Prqsident, Institute for
Ecumenical and Cultural Research
Iacksonville, Fla.
To the Editors: Having of late employed the epistolary medium to introduce your readers to his ethical
category of "post-personal" [Feb. 13J,
(Continuedon page 3EI)
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IITN.KISSINGEN'S SIIFARI
Africa is truly a dark continent for most Americans. Few of us would
do well in specifyingjust which countriesare includedin sub-SaharanAfrica,
from which Secretaryof State Kissingerrecently returned, and the lack of
knowledge-and interest-which this betraysdoes not help in the formulation of a rational United Statespolicy toward that region. Yet it is essential
.thatsuch a policy be arrived at, as recent eventsin Angola demonstrateall
too well.
SecretaryKissinger has had his fair share of criticism lately, but he
deserveshigh marks for the positionshe took on his African excursion.The
trip was belated,of course;while going here, there and everywhereduring
his yearrsin office, Mr. Kissinger had never before set foot in that arcaalthough,given the nature of U.S. policy toward the region, this omission
might have been just as well. For whateverthe pious protestationsfor the
record, U.S. African policy in practice favored white minority rule. Most
recently, Mr. Kissingerwas so anxiousto combat what he saw as a Soviet
triumph in Angola that the U.S. even acted in tacit collaborationwith the
racist South African regime. It was this generalstanceof colonialism and
white supremacythat the Secretaryhad to turn around for the sake of a
rational U.S. policy toward the area in the future, and happily his trip did
representa large step in this direction.
In one sense,it might be thought that what Mr. Kissinger came out for
in Africa would be acceptedcommonplacesof U.S. foreign policy. After all,
what he espousedin his talks with African statesmenw€re principles on
which this country is supposedlybased: majority rule, self-determination,
interracial justice, human rights. Yet it was precisely a lack of clear dedication to euchprinciplesthat led to a deformedU.S. policy toward the region,
Commonweal:355

